
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MEDIAS PORTRAYAL OF BEAUTY TODAY AS

EVIDENCED IN THE VICTORIAS SECRET FASHION SHO

An analysis was conducted of tweets sent immediately before and during many tweets contain evidence of upward
social comparisons to the fashion models. In addition, social media may also amplify the thin-ideal content portrayed by .
Because the VSFS is a popular media event among adolescents, it gains a.

Then, she also described as a romantic girl. Furthermore, the positioning of information on the page itself can
convey meaning. The page layout is also analyzed whether the cover and the contens of this magazine.
Harrison, Scott. Get with it. In the televised showing, the models usually include how they prepared for the
Fashion Show by showing clips of working out and dieting to prepare for the big day. The layout here belongs
to Left and Right. The woman is wearing make up such as dark color lipstick, eyebrow pencil, eyeliner,
mascara, and eyelash. Women with low self-esteem are more likely to feel dissatisfied after comparing
themselves to images on social and women who struggle with preexisting eating disorders may exacerbate
them through social media fueled body comparison. It means that the reader expectation about relationship
goals at the top become the center of attention, while the text here support the visual image. They're a
generation raised on the internet, social media, and digital technology so these things are integral,
indispensable parts of their lives. LB: It would be a gasping-for-air, wow moment for me and for everyone I
know, a mind-opener that the world is in fact on the verge of abundant change. Read more: How Rihanna's
Savage x Fenty Is Changing The Lingerie Game The fashion industry still has a long way to go in terms of
representation for disabled models, but progress is being made. They need to stop looking at us as a liability,
and instead look at us as potential for positive change in the world. So, this woman has the higher position
than him. Madeline Stuart: It is important for big brands to represent every type of person as it is the big
brands like Victoria's Secret that mould the industry and [set] trends for smaller brands to follow. They tend to
like rock songs or heavy metal genre and rap songs as well to be seen as macho. While the men is represented
as a new man, a beginner model, aware about fashion, and the woman's idol. It can be said that in women
domestic life, in this magazine, tend to talk about girls support girls and the power of women. The grey colour
is positioned in the centre while it is flanked by the pink colour. Not only that, in the article text also explained
that he was a model. Women are more likely to compare themselves online when they feel the need to
improve their appearance. This woman implicitly was a kind of woman who likes to compete with other
women in order to maintain her boyfriend. This man was really attractive because he is conscious with his
appearance. Perhaps, they also hope that there will be some information about the pop singers life, it could be
the relationship, hobby, personal issue, etc. But it would help if he got his own under control first. It's true that
they more enjoy using the pants rather than skirts, they prefer to use flat shoes than high heels, they prefer to
choose neutral color choices black, white, dark blue and they also really fascinating when they use the suits.
London: Routledge,  Females in video games had significantly larger heads, but smaller chest sizes, waists,
and hips than the average American woman. In addition, this magazine also was published in March which
coincide with the International Women's day. The writers are very interested in this image because of this guy
style is suitable with the contemporary man's style so that he looks really cool.


